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Much has been v/ritten about European composers of
all periods
,
but only in the past decade have music lovers
become acutely conscious of the American composer. This has
been brought about by the efforts of a few men who have had
implicit faith in American music. Howard Hanson, of the
Eastman School of Music
,
has recorded many compositions by
American composers. Aaron Copland, a composer himself, !
helped to bring the American composer before the public by !
conducting the Yaddo concerts of American music. One of the i
most influential champions of the contemporary American
composer is the conductor of the Boston Syraphony Orchestra, '
Serge Koussevitsky . There are few prograns played by this
|,
orchestra today which do not include at least one contemporary I;
composition, and most of these are by men living in this
country.
All this has been accomplished for the contemporary
composer. What of those composers a few years back,
particularly those of the Nev/ England group who did their
v;-ork between 1890 and 1920, roughly speaking? Not much, if
anything, is heard about them. Many books have been
v/ritten about American music but they have either left out
the New England group of composers
,
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DTTRODUCTION
orchestral and choral compositions. The chapter on American
piano music in Louis Elson’s Hist or-;- of American Music l does
not consider the works of the members of this group.
Ivtr. Elson discusses a few of them at great length in other
chapters but there are only a fev/ lines about their piano
v;orks
.
Aaron Copland, in his Our New I.Tusic ^, deals only
v/ith the contemporary European and American composer, not
saying a v;ord about those who did their composing before the
first vVorld Vifar.
In Music Comes to America3 David Ev/en gives an
account of the grov/th of the American public's appreciation
for good music. His chapter on the state of music in 1901
tells of the struggle of the American composer to be heard.
In this account Edward MacDov;ell is the only member of the
New England group to be mentioned, and then just in connection
with his disagreement v/ith the officials of Columbia
University over the reorganization of the music department
there. But Ewen has nothing to say about MacDov/ell's music,
or the music of any other member of the Nev/ England group.
1. MacMillan Company, New York, 1925
2. Whittlese3T House, New York, 1941
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3DJTRQDUCTION
Henr^' Cowell’s American Com'oosers on American
Music 1 is restricted to discussions of contemporary American
music by contemporary composers.
oolin Tasker Hov/ard has written several books on
American music, two of which are Our Contemuorary Composers^
and Our American Music 3. Although the former is the story
of the contemporary American composer, one or tv/o of the
earlier New England group are mentioned; little is said about
their piano music, hov/ever. In the latter, Hov/ard gives
short biographies of the members of the New England group
and provides some details concerning their orchestral and
choral music; there is almost no consideration given to their
works for the piano. The only member of the New England
group v/hose v/orks have been considered to any degree by the
modern critic is Edward MacDowell.
One can see, therefore, that much has been vn?itten
about the contemporary American composer, but critics and
historians of our music have dwelt only incompletely v/ith the
work of those composers who did their important work before
or during the first V/orld War. If v/e remember the composers
of the New England group at all, it is usually for their
1. Stanford University Press, 1933
2. Thomas Y. Crowell Co., New York, 1941
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INTRODUCTION
choral and orchestral works. Y/e forget their work for the
piano. It is, therefore, to be analysed here with special
regard to their use of form, harmony, counterpoint (v/hen it
occurs), and piano technique,
3^: *
First, however, something ought to be said about
those European composers of the nineteenth century v/ho had
the greatest influence on the works of the New England group.
They are four in number: Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy
,
Robert Schumann, Edvard Grieg, and Claude Debussy.
Felix Mendelssohn’s music combines classicism and
romanticism. He rediscovered Bach and did much to make his
music popular. The influence of Bach may be seen in the
abundance of fugues, canons, and pol3rphonic devices.
Polyphony is one of the indications of his looking to the
past. Another is the almost perfect forms in which he v;rote
his music. His harmony also was more in the classic than the
romantic tradition. Dissonances are usually resolved and
there are.no harsh- sounding chords. His Variations Serieuses
are v/ritten on the classical model; he uses polyphony and
keeps the form and harmony of the theme throughout.
Mendelssohn is best knovm for his Songs without Words
,
of which there are eight books. Most of them combine an
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INTRODUCTION
extraordinary understanding of the piano with a constant
suggestion of the voice. The melody replaces the words;
therefore it v;ould be ruined if words were really added.
Only a few of these pieces are technically difficult.
In spite of his tendency to look to the past rather
than to the future he could not help but capture some of the
emotion of the romantics. Although his music is character-
ized by the perfection of its form and counterpoint, it does
not lack warmth and emotion.
Robert Schumann was definitely a romantic, although
he reveals his debt to classicism in his use of polyphony.
He does not use it as extensively as Hendelssolm, hov/ever.
Schumann’s piano works are in the small forms except for his
sonatas and a few sets of variations. His forms are free;
they lack the perfection of Mendelssohn’s works. Like the
other romanticists he was interested in expressing himan
emotions. He v/as the first composer to combine short pieces
into cycles v/hose parts are integrated by poetry or titles
rather than by a logical thematic development.
His harmony is also romantic. He uses a great many
augmented chords, chromatic passages, non-harraonic tones,
and unresolved dissonances. He always had a new way of combinii|ig
harmonies so that his music is ever fresh.
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but in piano technique. Schumann took full advantage of the
many changes of construction made in the piano during the
nineteenth century. The recently developed cross-stringing,
aided by the sustaining pedal, enabled him to v/rite music
requiring big leaps in the left hand. His use of these tivo
devices makes for a bass which lacks the clarity that
characterized the music of his predecessors. Before this it
was impossible to play legato while jumping more than an
octave. His chords are very full, sometimes stretching more
than an octave. He often doubles melodies v/ith octaves and
he frequently has the melody in an inner voice
,
also doubling
it in the octave. An evidence of the strong rhythmic element
in his music is the continual use of syncopation. None of
his mature compositions are 'ivritten v/ithout it.
The music of the Norvvegian Edvard G-rieg combines the
romanticism of a Schumann with an intense nationalistic
feeling. Even when he does not actually use folk-songs his
music has a strong folk-song character. G-rieg himself said:
”I have recorded the folk music of my land.
In style and form I have remained a German
romanticist of the Schumann school; but at
the same time I have dipped from the rich
treasures of native folk-song and sought
to create a national art out of this
hitherto unexploited expression of the
folk lore of Non'jay.” 1
1. Harris, G. W.
,
’’Edvard Hagerup Grieg”, The International
Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians
,
Dodd, Mead, & Co.,
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He resembles Schimann in his preference for the
small forms, but he developed these forms much more strictly
than did Schumann. The greatest number of his short pieces
are in perfect three-part or da capo forms. Occasionally he
repeats the middle section after the third part, and he
frequently has a coda. In his one sonata there is a
multiplicity of short ideas in addition to the principal
theme
.
His harmony is. advanced. He has a predilection for
ninth chords and also unresolved dissonances
,
long pedal
points, augmented chords, and interchange of major and minor
I!
chords. He likes imitation, especially in the first movement
of the Sonata .
His teclinique is not unusual. He does not leap
about the keyboard, and his chords are not usually heavy.
;
There are not many octaves in the short pieces but he is
fond of sudden changes in rhythm.
Claude Debussy is another innovator in piano music,
as was Schumann. Although his early works v;ere romantic he
soon developed into an impressionist. His harmony is the
most outstanding element in his v/orks. It is 'in his harmonic,
devices that Debussy differs from Schumann and also fuom other
I
composers of his day. The unresolved dissonances, the
parallel fifths and octaves, the long pedal points, the use
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INTRODUCTION
of the old church modes and the pentatonic and v/hole-tone
scales resulted in a music of vague suggestion rather than
one of dov/nright statement.
"In his music the harmonic background is
frequently sketched by a few vital notes
scattered here and there
,
or by a cluster
of notes sounded a few times in succession,
and then kept in vibration by the damper
pedal," 1
His technique is also different from that of other
composers, as is his harmonjr. To quote Edward Lockspeiser:
Unless his piano pieces are played
"with the proper lightness of touch and
delicacy of tone the illusion is lost.




’ le plus doux de monde’
,
the glissando-iike runs, the tinges of
harmony against a continuous design like
dots of color in a wash, the contrast of
registers, the impressionistic reproduc-
tion of chords, opened up a ne*w world of
piano technique. This technique of
illusion v/as Debussy's ovm creation." 2
T. Uier, Albert E.,~ The Piano, It s History, Makers, Players,
and Music*
,
Longmans, Green, and Co., London, 1940, p . 169
2. Lockspeiser, Edward, Debussy
,
1. M. Dent and Sons Ltd.,
London, 1936, p. 142
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Play of the N^rmphs
Reverie
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Six Poems after Heine
We Sat b7/- the Fisherman's Cottage
Far Av/ay, on the Rock-coast of Scotland
i(fy Child, Y/e v/ere once Children
V/e Traveled Alone in the Gloomy Post-chaise
Shenherd Boy’s a King
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LIST OF WORKS (continued)





” 46 Tv'/elve Virtuoso Studies
49 Air and Rigaudon
50 Second Sonata, Eroica, in Gr minor
Slow, v/ith nobility—Fast, passionately
Elf-like, as light and swift as possible
Tenderly, longingly, yet with passion
Fiercely, very fast
51 Woodland Sket ches
To a Wild Rose
Will o’ the v7isp
At an Old Tryst ing Place
In Autumn















57 Third Sonata, Norse, in D minor
Impressively: at times v;ith impetuous vigor
Mournfully, yet with great tenderness
With much character and fire
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Fourth Sonata, Keltic, in E minor
With great pov/er and dignity
With naive tenderness
Yeir^r swift and fierce
Fireside Tales












To an Old White Pine
From Puritan Days
From a Log Cabin
The Joy of Autumn
EDGAR THORN PIECES (Pseudonym)
Forgotten Fairy Tales
Sung Outside the Prince’s Door
Of a Tailor and a Bear
Beauty in the Rose-Garden
From Dwarf-land
Ti-vo Pieces in Lilting Rhythm
Six Fancies
A Tin Soldier’s Love
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Edward MacDowell was born in New York in 1861. He
studied under Buitrago, Desvernini, and Carreno. MacDowell
went abroad to Paris and then to Gerraany where he studied
under Raff at V/iesbaden. The favorable reception of his
Modern Suite induced him to stay there although he came back
to America to marry a fomer pupil of his, Marion Nevins.
Because of Gericke, conductor of the Boston Symphony, his
works became knovm, so that he came back to the United States
and settled in Boston. In 1896 the department of music Yi^as
created at Columbia University and he was asked to head it.
He therefore went to New York. He resigned, however, in 1904
after a struggle for the reorganization of the department.
In 1905 he became insane and died in New York a year later.
After his death his summer residence in Peterborough, New
Hampshire was transformed by his widov; into a colony for
creative artists, and is now called the MacDov/ell Colony.
Edv/ard MacDowell was the first American composer to
be recognized in both the United States and Europe. Some of
his best compositions were vn?itten for the piano, and it is
mainly because of these works that he is remembered today.
Lawrence Gilman, in his book on MacDowell^, refers
1. Cf. Gilman, Lawrence, Edward MacDowell
,
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to the composer as an impressionist, but this characteriza-
tion is inaccurate. It is true that he seeks to create
atmosphere and paint pictures, but his music lacks the
vagueness of Debussy, Ravel, Griffes, or any of those
composers v;ho follow the impressionism of Debussy. ilacDowell
does not use the harmonies of the impressionistic school.
Nor does he write music of the type used by Berlioz or
Richard Strauss, with the detailed working out of a story.
His music is v/hat one might call "suggestive".
"There is no definite program. The
listener would rarely sense the actual
literary idea if the title were not
there to tell him. The pictorial or
literary title defines the mood and
its source, but there is no detailed
phrase-by-phrase v/orking out of a
program." 1
MacDowell likes to voice a mood or experience, or to
describe an aspect of nature. His music is often preceded
by a poem, his ov/n or the one v/hich gave him the inspiration
for the composition; if there is no poem the title offers a









"An Old Garden", and many others. In his shorter pieces,
he is very vivid in his painting of a scene or expression of
an emotion. One can feel the roll of the waves in "A. D.
f-tDCXX" (the year the Mayflower made the trip to America)
,
1, Scholes, Percy, ed. The Oxford Companion to Music
,
Oxford
University Press, New York, 1943, Second American edition
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EDV/ARD I.lACDOVffiLL
the iciness in "From a Wandering Iceberg", the beauty of a
wild rose or a water-lily, or the swoop of an eagle in
"The Eagle".
In his music MacDowell expresses pathos, tragedy,
humor, gayety, tenderness and a multitude of other human
emotions. Beneath the humor in the eight pieces v/hich mahe
up the Marionettes one feels a touch of the seriousness
v/hich is the result of a great sympathy for human beings.^
"His comraand of the accents of tragedy and
dramatic crisis is sure and unfaltering
—
as in the Keltic sonata. But his






over, a remarkable gift for extremely
compact expression. Time and again
he amazes one by his ability to charge
a composition of the briefest span
with an emotional or dramatic content
of large and far-reaching significance." 2
>ic ;«( iic
MacDowell’ s music is not absolute. His forms are
free; he rarely uses traditional forms except in his sonatas,
and a study of these v/orks, in the order of their
composition, reveals that MacDov/ell deviates more and more





is the closest to the traditional form.
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his second sonata, shows an increased freedom,
and in the last two, the Norse and Keltic
,
MacDowell
demonstrates a growing tendency to develop his musical ideas
in nev7 wa.js.
Cyclical form is employed in the first three sonatas.
In the Tragica
,
parts of the second movement have some
relation to the dramatic opening of the first, and in the
fourth movement the dramatic introduction of the first is
again heard, but this time it is augmented in time value.
In the Eroica, the second theme of the first
movement is recalled in the second movement. The melody at
the beginning of the third movement reminds one of the
theme in the second movement. And the two final pages of the
fourth movement recall the opening theme of the first.
The theme of the second movement of the Norse
sonata is recalled in the middle section of the third. In
addition, the opening theme of the first movement is heard
in the third.
There is also a hint of a program in MacDowell 's
sonatas, particularly in the Keltic which is preceded by the
following lines:
”Who minds now Keltic tales of yore.
Dark Druid rhythms that thrall;
Deidre’s song, and wizard lore
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MacDov/ell himself commented on the Keltic sonata
as follo*v7s:
"Like the third, this fourth sonata is
more of a ’bardic' rhapsody on the subject
than an attempt at an actual presentation
of it
,
although I have made use of all the
suggestion of tone-painting in my power--
just as the bard himself would have re-
inforced his speech with gesture and
facial expression." 1
Although MacDowell changed form to suit his ov/n
liking in the short pieces for v/hich he is best knovm, he
often makes use of the three-part song form or adaptations
of it. Examples of this can be found in the V/oodland
Sketches which consists of ten short pieces. "To a Wild Rose
"To a V/ater-Lily"
,
"Eron an Indian Lodge", "A Deserted Farm",
"From Uncle Remus"
,
and "By a Meadow Brook" are all in
almost perfect three-part song fona; the others are in
adaptations of it.
MacDov;ell’s harmonies are very rich. However, he
does not use any new harmonic material; but, rather, the
familiar material in a nevf way. Seventh and ninth chords
are frequently used, and suspensions of the diminished
seventh are occasionally found. The following is an illustra
tion of his use of seventh and ninth chords:
1. Quoted by John Tasker Howard in his Our American Music on
page 385
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EDWARD mCDOV/ELL
It is probably because of such chords that his music is so
rich in texture.
According to Lav/rence G-ilnan dissonance plays a
comparatively unimportant part in MacDov/ell's teclmical
equipment; the climax of "From a Wandering Iceberg" is about
as far as he goes.
^ va.
“I
quite advanced, as in "In Deep Woods" from the New England
Idyls . Here he is not particularly concerned with the
tonality, or even the key signature, as there is a constant
»>) **'• * *r i ^
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shifting until he finally settles dovm in D major. Here are
the beginning measures of this composition:
The chromatic movement of chords, on the rare
occasions when it does appear, gives his music a heightened




The climax of "From a V/andering Iceberg" quoted in the
previous example is another good example of heightened
chromatic effect.
MacDowell is fond of augmented chords; the majority
of these chords are used in inversion. Here is an
illustration of his use of this device:
Another of his favorite harmonic devices is the
peda^i. point, of v/hich there are many instances. One of the
longest ones may be found in "To the Sea" from the Sea Pieces
v;here it is used extensively.
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It then changes to E flat for four measures, G flat for tv/o
measures
,
A flat for one measure
,
and finally returns to
E flat for nine and a half measures.
Although MacDov/ell is
"a master of harmonic effect, he is yet
persistently and frankly melodic--
melodic v/ith a suppleness, a breadth,
a directness and spontaneity v/hich
one scarcely looks for in a
contemporary of Debussy and Younger
Russia. He knows the secret of a




fluent and distinguished. His
insistence upon the value and
importance of the melody is, probably,
his most striking characteristic.” 1
Because LIacDov;ell’ s music covers a v;ide range of
mood and feeling it is most difficult to perform. Some of
his compositions require little technical skill but their
depth of feeling can be interpreted only by the mature
artist. On the other hand, he has written music that is close
to the virtuoso side, such as the first piano concerto, his
Etude de Concert, "Hexentanz"
,
and his virtuoso studies for
the piano, but even these have some meaning.
As a whole, his music is difficult to perform, both,
technically and musically. The Keltic ' sonata is one of the
most difficult piano compositions in existence. In many of
1. Gilman, Lav/rence, "An American Tone Poet", Phases of
Modern Music
,
Harper and Brothers, New York, 1904, p. 45
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the pieces he uses three and four staves, usually v/hen
there are broad chords in the melody and the accompaniment.
This helps to distinguish the melody from the accompaniment.
The playing of his compositions requires tone,
technique, and strength. The dynamics vary from pppp to
ffff; the pppp requires tone quality and control, the ffff
both tone quality and strength. It is very easy to lapse
into harshness and hammering in the loud passages. There
are sudden contrasts in dynamics and mood; MacDowell often
changes from solid chords to a simple melody, or to runs.
There are, surprisingly enough, few examples of the
arpeggio, a device v/hich is common in most piano music.
MacDowell’ s favorite devices seem to be simple melody with
chord accompaniment and chords v;ith an octave stretch. He
frequently reminds one of Schuraann in his use of solid chords
and the doubling of a line; this line is usually the melody,
but occasionally it is one of the inner voices.
Lawrence G-ilman, in his book on tIacDowell, has this
to say about the piano technique of the sonatas:
"The style evinces, for the firut time
in his piano music, the striking
orchestral character of his thought
—
yet the v/riting is not, paradoxical
as it may seem
,
unpianistic. The
suggestion of orchestral requirements
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EDYiTARD mCDO^-ffiLL
and crescendi. He conveys an
impression of extended tone-spaces,
of a largeness, complexity, and
solidity of structure, which are
peculiar to his ov/n music, and which
presupposes a rather disdainful view
of the limitations of mere strings
and hammers; yet it is all playable:
it’s demands are formidable, but not
impossible." 1
MacDowell was the first composer to discard Italian
directions for directions in English. He discloses his
imagination in the use of these directions, as well as by
his music and poetry. He is certainly the first to give
such directions as these: "insinuatingly", "rurablingly"
,
"in steady jog", "indolence", and "complainingly" . This is
a manifestation of his nationalism. He returns to Italian
directions, however, in his last opus, the Nev/ England Idyls .
He was also the first American composer to use Indian
themes in his music, as in the orchestral Indian Suite .
MacDowell is a romanticist, influenced by Robert
Schumann and Edvard Grieg. Schumann inspired MacDowell
to write piano cycles composed of a number of short pieces
combined poetically rather than by the &usic itself. The
influence of Grieg may be seen in MacDov/ell’s harmonies,
for example
,
his predilection for seventh and ninth chords
,
long pedal points, and augmented chords. They both hadl a
1 . Gilraan, Law'rence, Edward MacDowell
, pp. 6O-6I
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EDimRD LIACDOvvELL
love for nature and expressed it in their music. In addition,
they v/rite music of the same tyre; v/hat Henry T. Finch
says of Grieg is equally true of MacDov;ell:
"Grieg’ s programme music is of the
poetic kind which merely suggests,
leaving the details to the
imagination " 1
1. Finck, Henry T.
,
Grieg and his Music
,
John Lane Co.,
Nev/ York, 1909, p. 222
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9 Etudes for the musical and technical
develonnent







Three nieces for the left hand alone
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Arthur Foote, born in Salem in 1S53, studied at
Harvard under Lang, Emery, and Paine, receiving his
Master of Art’s degree in 1875. From 1878 to 1910 he was
organist of the First Unitarian Church in Boston. He has
been the recipient of many honorary degrees. A free-lance
teacher, pianist, and organist, he was one of the founders
of the American Guild of Organists, and its president
from 1909 to 1912. He v/as also president of the Cecilia
Society, and a member of many other musical organizations.
He diedL in Boston in 1937.
Arthur Foote’s music has an academic character.
There is not one of his compositions that is not in strict
form. His harmonies are very simple--those used by the
classicists
.
Rupert Hughes v/rites in a magazine article:
”I know of no modern composer v/ho has come
so near relightihg the fires that beam in
the old gavottes and fugues and preludes.
His two gavottes are the best since Bach.
They are an example of what it is to be
,
academic without being a-rattle v/ith dry
bones.” ^
He goes on to say that Foote’s Mazurka is better thai many
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ARTHUR FOOTE
of Chopin’s.
The forms that predominate in Foote’s piano music
are the three-part and rondo forms, particularly the former.
The follov/ing are a fev; exaraples of the three-part and
da capo forms:
rv of Five Poems after Omar IQiayyam
A B A’ Coda
’’Morning Glories" from From Rest Harrov;
ABA’





The last composition is in da capo form.
In most of the compositions v/ritten in da capo or
three-part
,
one or more of the various sections are likevrise
subdivided into two- or three-part form. In the following
two examples the middle section B only is subdivided:
"A CountrySong" from From Rest Harrow
ABA’
e f g e’
II of Five Poems after Omar Khayr/'am
A B A
e f g e
‘t'
•-»-
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In some compositions the subdivisions are even more
numerous, as in the follov/ing:
Trois Morceaux
1 . ImpromptuABA’ Coda








A B A’ Coda
efe ghg’ fe
V of give PoemsABA’ Coda
e f g hi e’ f’ g’






efe’ gh e’’f’ ge’’
2 . Romanze
A B A’ Coda
* e f e’ g h i e’ g e’ f’
In the above exaraples ever^r section has been
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Foote’s other piano compositions are in rondo form.
’’Romance" from Suite in D minor
ABA’ C D A’ C’ A’ B’ Coda on A
"Rain on the G-arret Roof" from From Rest Harrov;
' ABA’ C B’ Coda
Five Poems after Omar Kha^/yam
I. A B A’ C A’ C A Coda on C
III. Introduction ABACA Coda




The adherence to traditional form is not the only
practice which makes Arthur Foote’s music academic, for his
simple harmonies contribute to the academic quality of his
music. He usually resolves dissonances; such as seventh
chords, both diminished and dominant. However, they do not
always resolve in the traditional way, but often to a chord
one note of v/hich would be found in the regular resolution.
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ARTHUR FOOTE
The first example shov;s a regular resolution; the
second illustrates a resolution to a chord in the second
inversion.
He sometimes uses chords as embellishments or as
passing tones. For instance:
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The most advanced harmony employed is the chromatic
progression of chords.
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Auf^nented chords are also occasionally used.
that Foote v/rote most of his compositions in the close
harmony and limited range of vocal music and that he rarely
swept the keyboard in strictly pianistic effect. It is
possible that Ivtr. Hughes has been deceived by the simplicity
of Foote’s music. Foote often v,rrites in close harmony, it is
true, but his predilection for chromatic runs, scale
passages, and especially for heavy chords reveals the
composer of strictly pianistic music.
An outstanding characteristic of his piano
compositions is the repetition of themes by octaves. In
fact, his favorite pianistic device seems to be octaves.
One finds them in all forms. The subject of the fugue from
the Suite in D minor is repeated in octaVv^es. There is one
composition in which the accompaniment is one of broken
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and dovm the keyboard, as in the last example. Here are a
few examples of his predilection for octaves:
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virtuoso style v/ith scale passages, chromatic runs (both
single note and octave runs), and big leaps. He uses the
pedal a great deal, marking it in clearly. This style is





and the ” Caprice io" from the Suite in D minor .
The opposite extreme, the simple style, is reached in
From Rest Harrov/
,
a suite consisting of compositions whose
titles, e. g. , "Morning G-lories", "Alla Turca" , and "Rain
on the G-arret Roof", suggest that, in all probability, it
was written for children to play. The accompaniments also
range from the very simple to the extremely difficult.
Arthur Foote’s music is not dry; his simple
harmonies are never monotonous. Although his music never
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" 6 Valse caprice
Country dance
Mazurka




Song of the Brook






" 16 In Arcady
A shepherd's tale




" 18 Two Etudes
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LIST OF WORKS (concluded)











La Guitarre (Pierrot et Pierrette)
Lilian Polka
Mazurka in E flat
O^er hill and dale
’Twas a lover and his lass
The thrush
Love is astraying ever since maying
The lark’ s on the wing
y^ag^gite
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Ethelbert Nevin was born at "Vineacre”
,
a country
house near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in 1862 . He showed
talent at an early age, composing his first piece at eleven.
He studied in Boston and Germany, and upon his return to
*^juerica, he settled dov.Ti in Boston ( 1887 ). He frequently
gave pinoforte recitals. In 1891 he left this country
again and spent most of the following years traveling
throughout Europe, especially Italy where he lived for two
years. In 1897 he returned to Nev/ York, then moved to
Nev/ Haven in 1900 . He died one year later.
Nevin is a miniaturist. His piano works are all in
the small forms; the shortest contains but a dozen measures,
the longest about six or seven pages. He v/rote many suites;
these are not the suites of classical music, but rather,
those of the romantic period. Each of them consists of
from four to six short pieces linked together more by
poetry or poetical titles than by the music itself. This
is reminiscent of Robert Schumann’s piano cycles, such as
the Carnaval and Kinderscenen .
All of the compositions in the so-called suites are
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these are in simple three-part form, hov/ever. The rest have
each of the sections subdivided in turn. The following
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Water Nymph
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Coda
A B A Coda
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In Arcady
A Shepherd’s Tale
g g h i 2
Introduction A B A
e e' f g f’ e e’
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Tournament
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Notturno
A BA’ Coda




A B A’ Coda
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II Rusignuolo
Introduction A B A’
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Un Glorno in Venezia
Alba







’ g g’ e ' ’
CanzoneABA
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The other compositions analysed are all in three-
part or da capo form, except two which are in rondo form.
Valzer G-entileABACA
IntermezzoABACA Coda
One can say, after the above analyses, that Nevin
often repeats his ideas once, and sometimes more than once.
The repetition is usually the same as the original but the
accompaniment is mostly changed.
The entire middle section has been repeated with a
little change in two of the pieces, ’’Shepherds all and
Maidens fair” and ’’Water Nymph” . In ’’Alba” the first two
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ETI-IELBERT KEVIN
sections are repeated slightly changed. Although Nevin
keeps quite close to form he extends it; it is not something
that binds. Sometimes he makes the form less formal by
introducing interludes of four to eight measures which
either lead to a nevi section or come back to an old one.
In harmony Nevin is as far advanced as the romantic
composers, such as Schumann and Chopin. His harmonies are
more complex and "modern” than those of his contemporary,
Arthur Foote. Unlike Foote, he does not usually resolve
diminished and secondary seventh chords and augmented chords;
sometimes he progresses without any resolution at all, at
other times he resolves these chords irregularly to one note
in the follov/ing chord. In "Misericordia" there is a
succession of seventh chords v/ithout resolutions.
Nevin is fond of chromatic progressions; his music
abounds in accidentals, one of his favorites being the
chromatic passing tone. Furthermore, he uses almost all the
non-harmonic tones, such as passing tones, embellishments,
appoggiaturas
,
and so forth. These appear not only as
single notes but as chords as well, as the chord used as an
embellishment in the follov/ing example:
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He frequently has a succession of chords move
chromatically. The follov/ing is the most outstanding
example of this:
The above example shows his use of pedal point as
well. The following illustrates the pedal pointl as well.
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V/hen Mevin uses chords frora other keys, he generally
resolves them to a chord in the original key , as in the
following example:
Another notable characteristic of Nevin’s harmony
is the occasional use of the subdominant minor chord before
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One does not expect to find even a hint of
counterpoint in the work of a composer v;ho confines himself
to the shorter and simpler forms. He does not go so far as
to v/rite a canon, but in two pieces he does have a counter-
melody when the first section is repeated at the end of the
composition. One of these follov/s:
Although it is only imitation, there is a hint of
counterpoint at the end of his "Narcissus", that"nasty little
piece"
,
as he often called it because he thought it was not
v/orth the attention and popularity it had gained.
Although Nevin's harmony and form have been here
considered at some length, his originality is best shown
in his melodies. He has a wonderful melodic imagination.
His melodies have a lilt to them that is particularly his
own; he gives an individual quality to a mere chromatic
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passage. His fondness for chromatics in his melodies often
reminds us of Chopin.
Besides chromatic melodies he has melodies based on
chord tones, as:
The latter, "Narcissus”, is an illustration of one
of his lilting melodies, his most famous although far from
his best; it also shoves his use of rhythmic combinations.
His compositions demonstrate his understanding of different
combinations of rhythms and his ability to use them well.
The predominant rhythmic designs are; the triplet in even
time, sixteenth note motion in compound and even time, and
the dotted ei^h and sixteenth note ( ) ; these he combines
mz:'; -W
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The follov/ing is an example of his fondness for
Although Schumann used the device on a much Broader
scale, Nevin resembles him in his fondness for syncopation.
Another reminder of Schumann, (and of Brahms), is the
frequent placing of the melody in one of the inner voices.
He does not approach Schumann or Brahms but he differs from
the majority of piano composers who invariably place the
melody either in the soprano or bass forgetting that there
is a middle road.
Nevin’ s piano style is definitely not virtuoso. He
keeps within a small range of the keyboard, usually the
middle section, and does not leap about. There are a very
few pieces that are brilliant; the shadings are delicate.
Only occasionally does he rise to fff and even then most of
the composition is on the soft side. His compositions are
graceful v;ith the melody well marked. He reiterates this
in his directions:
il melodia eempre poco marcato
piu marcato
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sempre con grazia, etc.
The grace of his compositions is sometimes marred by senti-
mentality. He v;as a highly sentimental person, and at times
his music mirrored this quality.
As has been indicated above, Nevin's music ov/es
much to the influence of Schumann, Brahms, and Chopin. One
or tv7o of his compositions are almost imitations of Chopin.
Nevin’s musical inspiration v/as quickened by his travels in
Europe, particularly in Italy. As John Tasker Hov/ard says:
”His talent required foreign soil for
nutrition, his musical speech v/as
continental rather than inherently
American. Just as it was France, rather
than his native America, that produced
the aristocratic elegance of G-ottschalk’
s
music, so it was France, Germany, and
later the sunny laziness of southern
Italy that made Nevin’s later piano
suites the hauntmng, lilting musical
figurines that they are. His peculiar
talent, individual to a degree, needed
association with foreigners and cosmo-
politans as well as a frequent change
of surroundings. He was one who
actually needed to travel to achieve a
faithful locale in his own product.” 1
1, Howard, John Tasker, Ethelbert Nevin , Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,
New York, 1935, p. 162
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Without opus number








Andante sostenuto ed espressivo
Allegro moderato ma appassionato
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Frederick Shepherd Converse was born in 1S71 in
Newton. He graduated from Harvard with a degree in music.
After a trial in his father's business, he went to Europe
to study in Munich v;ith Rheinberger. He returned to Boston
in 1899 to teach harmony at the New England Conservatory.*
Then he was a teacher of composition at Harvard until 1904,
and vms appointed assistant professor in 1904. In 1907 he
resigned to devote himself entirely to composition, but he
later went back to the Conservatory.
Converse may be considered a modernist. His form
is not strict for he makes changes where he thinks they are
needed. In addition, his harmony is greatly influenced by
atonality. He has not vn:itten much piano music but what he
has written is very interesting and shows individuality.
Although he does not use strict form he has been
influenced by the rondo. In his Prelude for Piano , when
the theme reappears for the first time it is slightly
changed, and the second time it appears it is transposed up
a fourth and shortened.
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C Leadl D Lead A E Coda






movement of the Sonata shov;s the
influence of, but also deviates the furthest from actual
rondo form.
A B A’ C Lead A” B’ C» B” Coda
The first part, A B A’ C Lead A’’, is definitely
a rondo, but then B’ C’ B’ ’ follows. This is a three-
part form consisting of the two episodes, and is tacked on
after the rondo itself. From this it must not be concluded
that the movement as a whole is choppy; on the contrary, it
is well unified.
Two conclusions can be drav/n from the above four
compositions. He brings the rondo itself to a close with
an episode, v/hich v/as not the customary practice among the
classicists and romanticists, and he follov^s the rondo with
a coda. He unifies the rondo by occasional!:/ inserting parts
1. "Lead’,’ as used here, is an interlude of tv/o measures or
longer, progressing to the following section.
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FREDERICK SHEPHERD CONVERSE
of the ritornello in the coda; this can be illustrated by
"Shadows"
,
where the coda is based on the ritornello plus
the last episode. Another practice in v/hich his use of the
rondo form differs from the classical rondo is his
occasional failure to insert the ritornello between episodes.
Illustrations of this are found in "Lake Solitude" and in
"Shadov/s"
.
Converse’s simplest forras are those found in
"The Dancers" from Pastels for Pianoforte and the middle
movement of the Sonata . "The Damcers" is in da capo form
with the da capo likewise divided into da capo form.
A Lead B A Coda
e f e g (and little e f e
development
)
The middle movement of the Sonata is slow and is in simple
three-part form, A B A’
;
this is the usual
practice in the slov; movement of a sonata.
The remaining composition from Pastels for
Pianoforte
,
"Campfires", is in very loose form.
A A’ B a2 B’ a3 B2 C a4 Coda
This composition may be analysed as either free rondo form
or, more probably, as loose variation form. This may be
called a double variation. The first theme is stated, then
there is a variation on the first theme. The second theme
then enters and is followed by two sets of variations on
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FREDERICK SHEPHERD COlWERSE
both the first and second themes. Just before the final
variation a nev; idea appears. The final variation is on
the first theme
,
and the coda is also based on the first
theme
.
The most unusual form found in Converse’s piano
music is that of the first movement of the Sonata. Contrary
to both tradition and the practice of the most advanced
nineteenth and twentieth century composers, it is not in
sonata form. It is in three-part foi*m followed by another
three-part form. The theme then reappears before the coda.
The dotted lines have been drav/n to differentiate between
the two three-part forms.
parts, e f g ; if this were a sonata form this section
would be called the exposition. Both A’ sections consist
of the second and third parts, f and g. After the first
three-part form is completed the movement goes back to the A
section from the beginning, namely, from e, but the
section as a whole is condensed. When the second three-part
form is completed e reappears; however, it is now in
augmentation and in the left hand instead of the right
,
as
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The first A is subdivided into three different
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out to be in some definite relationship and then suddenly
shift to a different relationship. In the process of
shifting, Converse naturally uses all manner of altered
chords, such as the diminished seventh with the fifth raised.
The follov/ing quotation consists of the first ten measures
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As can be seen in the above
,
Converse uses no key
signature because of the constantly shifting tonality. The
other compositions have some definite key relationship
although most of them have no key signature. "Shadov/s”
has a key signature and also more of a tonal center than
any of his other compositions. It is in E minor, but so
many non-harmonic tones are used that the tonal center is
not so clear as it would other\7ise be. Most of the
resolutions of diminished and dominant seventh chords, and of
dissonances are regular here.
In those compositions less influenced by atonality
his predilection for seventh chords, diminished and
dominant, may be seen. He is especially fond of secondary
sevenths
,
as can be shovm by the follov/ing example
:
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He also resolves chords to one note of the following
chord instead of to the root.
This passage also illustrates the chromatic progression of
chords and his use of retardations. The latter are found
in the left hand. In the first measure the E of the first
chord does not resolve until the very end of the measure,
and then does so with the quarter note F. In the second
measure there is an enharmonic retardation from the E flat
of the first chord to the D sharp of the second. This is
resolved by the E natural at the end of the measure.
Converse likes to change the level of his harmon?/.
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after a few chords in the right hand
,
he lowers the
level of the harmony to the bass clef. He then raises it
to the treble clef, again lowers it to the bass clef, etc.
In spite of the simplicity of the technique shovm
in the examples above. Converse’s piano technique is
frequently virtuoso. Arpeggios are used a great deal,
although usually as the left hand accompaniment. He also
uses big leaps and heavy chords. Unlike the other composers
of his time, especially Arthur Foote, Converse has no
particular liking for octaves. Instead of repeating his
themes in octaves, as Arthur Foote frequently does, he
occasionally? repeats a theme using double thirds.
He employs the pedal a great deal marking it in
clearly. One example of this may be seen on page 55 (top).
In "Lake Solitude" he goes so far as to direct, "allow to
vibrate". The soft pedal is frequently used. A good
illustration can be found in the first ten measures of the
Prelude for Piano already quoted.
Converse’s directions for dynamics are very
detailed. In one or two of the compositions almost every
measure has some direction, and occasionally more than one.
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As a whole, his dynanics are on the soft side as is
evidenced by the frequent use of the soft pedal. G-enerally
speaking, the loudest he gets is ff; only a single instance
of fff v/as found.
j
The constant shifting tonality, the chromatic
I
progressions, and especially the syncopation make his
compositions difficult to play. The first tv/o make them hard
j to read, and the last makes them hard to master. He uses syn-
j
copation in the simple sense in accompaniments as follows:
But as a rule he uses it in the broad sense, hiding it in
the music. The syncopation is hard to play because it must
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FREDERICK SHEPHERD COIMYERSE
In addition, the above example shows Converse’s use of the
chromatic passing tone, and also three notes sounding
against two,
.Mother illustration of three notes sounding
against two is found in the following passage from the
middle movement of the Sonata:
and so forth.
Converse makes much of the rhythmic patterns in his
compositions. He changes measure often. Tc)^;ive an example,
he may go from 2^ to and unify these by using triulets
S k
in 4, thus concealing the change,
4
The following shows the changes of measure and the use
of different rhythmic patterns in "Lake Solitude".
6^4686^^64,6444444444 4 4
He starts very simply, goes into minute subdivisions, and
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PREDERICK SHEPHERD COMYERSE
then ends simply, as at the beginning.
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FREDERICK SHEPHERD CONVERSE
A third, element may be found in Converse’s piano
music, impressionism. He binds four compositions together
with the vague title Pastels for Pianoforte and gives each
of the pieces names such as ’’Lake Solitude” and ”Shadov7s".
The word ’’Pastels” is appropriate; bright colors rarely
break throught the soft tints of the music. As has been
previously stated, he uses the soft pedal a great deal and
stays on the soft side in his d3mamics. He also holds the
sustaining pedal dov/n for a long time, often for as long as
four measures, once even directing ’’allow to vibrate”.
Debussy frequently does this.
The atmospheric character of the music is greatly
increased by the short poems which precede each of the
compositions in Pastels for Pianoforte . The following are
the tv/o of the poems; they have the vagueness of the poems
chosen by Debussy. One is by someone whose initials are
E. T. C., v/ho may possibly be one of Converse’s relatives.
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Lying pensive on the hillside.
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June on the Boulevard
To a Comedian
Twilight at Sycamore Nook
Easter Dawn in Holl^Avood Bowl
Idealized Indian Themes
Oriental Suite from the Ruhaiyat of Omar Khayyam
Underneath the Bough
The Desert’s Dusty Face
Merry with the Fruitful G-rape
Within the Potter’s Shop
Sonata in A
Teaching pieces for young neonle for nianoforte
On Hester Street
A Prairie Rose
In an A.labama Cabin







Wolf Song (War Dance)
Y7ah-Wah-Taysee (Little Firefly)
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Charles V/akefield Cadman was horn in Johnstovm,
Pennsylvania in 1881. Although he had no piano until he
v;as thirteen, he was musical from earliest childhood. He
studied under Leo Oehmler and Luigi von Kunitz. He spent
several years on Indian reservations recording Indian music
and later using Indian themes in his own. music. For twelve
years he was an organist in Pittsburgh, and also served as
music critic for the Pittsburgh Despatch for two years.
From 1909 he traveled widely as a lecture-recitalist in
the United States and Europe. Upon his return to America
he settled in Denver v/here he was a church organist for a
few years
,
and since then he has lived in Los Angeles and
the east.
Cadman has more than one element in his music. He
is quite conventional in form, being fairly strict. The
majority of his piano compositions are written in the small
forms. The three-part and da capo forms predominate, and
the two-part form is also used. The few remaining piano
compositions are in rondo and variation forms. Here are a
few examples of three-part and da capo forms:
"Within the Potter’s Shop" from the Oriental Suite




A short piece called Wah-V/ah-Taysee :
Introduction A B Introduction A
The following compositions are from the suite
From Holl:A'70od :
June on the BoulevardABA
To a Comedian
ABA’ Coda
T\7ilight at Sycamore Nook
ABA’





The examples given above reveal that Cadman does not
usually subdivide each one of the sections into smaller
parts as Ethelbert Nevin, Frederick Converse, and others do.
Cadman, hov/ever, occasionally has an introduction or a coda,
and there are two instances of his using both.
Unlike the other members of the New England group
s_/
Cadman wrote music in t\vo-part and variation forms. The
follov/ing are illustrations of the two-part form:
^.;y 4 . r, X. ,.-f.
.* 5r - .:.
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The Desert’s Dusty Face
A Lead B Coda
f f
’ g i f2 f3 g
The first is a combination of two-part and variation
form; section A has only one theme, but this theme is
repeated three times, each time being changed in a different
v/ay. In the latter piece, section B is in turn subdivided
into a sort of two-part form, which is repeated as a whole
but slightly changed. The dotted line has been dravm to
make this clear.
Cadman uses variation form in his Thunderbird Suite
which is based on Indian themes. One of the pieces in it,
’’Before the Sunrise”
,
"is not based upon an Indian theme, but
endeavors to reflect an Indian idiom
and fit the episode and mood of that
particular part of the play for which
it was written.” 1
It may be because the suite is based on Indian ideas that he
uses the variation form so extensively; he may have been
striving for intensity through repetition. Three of the
five compositions in this suite are in this form. They are
1. These are the composer’s ovm words which are placed at
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A a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 Coda
(Each variation is slightly changed but the
melody is always recognizable and is the
element the least changed. It is the accomp-
animent which is usually changed the most.)
"Wolf Song"
Introduction A A^ a2 a3 A^ a 3 Coda
(Occasionally there are leads back to the
melody in these variations. The character-
istics of the other tv/o sets of variations
hold true for this set, also.)
There is one composition, "Merry with the Fruitful
Grape" from the Oriental Suite , v/hich does not fall into
any of the above groups; this piece has, rather, a hint of
rondo form.
e e f g e e f’
Cadraan is not so conventional in his harmony; he
It
I
Introduction A B A B’ Coda
does not usually resolve his dissonances. The following
is an example of one of his regular resolutions:
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And here is an irrei^ular one:
The latter illustration shows his use of chords from other
keys
He has a predilection for seventh chords, and ninth
chords often appear.
Another harmonic device is open fifths, used in the
melod7/', and more frequently as an accompaniment, as in the
• r
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Sometimes he uses fifths in the melody, open or with the
thirds filled in. The following shows a melody in fifths
with the thirds filled in:
Cadman has quite a few chromatic progressions,
following are two examples of this:
irr ij- - Ti * #
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CHAELES V;AKSFIELD CADI.IAIT
Most of Cadnan’s melodies are chordal or have a few
non-harmonic tones, such as passing tones and embellishments.
One of the harmonic devices which occurs most
frequently in Cadman’s music is the pedal point; "Merry
with the Fruitful Grape" is based almost entirely on one
pedal point. The following shows the first few measures
of this piece:
4
This pedal point lasts for 16 measures in all. Then there
is a middle section v/hich also consists of 16 measures, and
V7hich contains an inverted pedal point. The first idea then
reappears with the pedal point again in the bass
;
the pedal
is on G and continues till the end of the composition. This
is the most outstanding example off pedal point that has been
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.Arthur Eoote, Ethelbert Nevin, Edvfard MacDovrell, and others.
As for counterpoint, the nearest approach to it














There are not many examples of non-harmonic tones in
Cadman’s music. Of course, there are passing and auxiliary/'
tones but there are not many appoggiaturas
,
and there are no
anticipations. Hov^ever, a suspension is occasionally used.
The example on page 68 (middle) illustrates the use of
appoggiaturas
,
Cadman’s piano technique is simple. He confines
himself to the middle section of the keyboard. The most
brilliant technique is that found in "Easter Dav/n in
Hollywood Bo’wl" from the suite Erom Holly\TOod . There are
three staves in tv/o or three sections
,
and there are also
crashing chords and big leaps. Furthermore, many arpeggios
and rolled chords are used.
I
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”Easter Dav/n" is not the only composition in v/hich
rolled chords are used; they are scattered throughout his
comnositions . They are found not onl?/ at the end of a
composition,
i-H.
but also in other parts:
Another device frequently used by Cadman is
s^mcopation. For the most part, he uses it in the left hand
as accompaniment, but he occasionally reinforces it b^;’
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Analysis of Cadman's music reveals tvYO outstanding
elements, nationalism and impressionism. Cadman in one of
thos^ composers v;ho once felt that music v/ould be "American"
if Indian themes were used. He later changed his opinion




Before each of the compositions in this suite there
is a "program" which in its vagueness is reminiscent of
Debussy. In addition to the program there is a picture.
The follovmng is a quotation from the first composition;
"June on the Boulevard"
"June and the Joy of the Southland
Summer, fragrant June 'neath the palms
and the pines. The sv^eet- scenting acadia
flaunting her yellow plumes. Manana
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forgotten in the poignant desire for the
Spirit of Play.
"imd now a hit of light music flittering
from the windows of the bungalow."
The following quotation is from
"Easter Dawn in Holl3n70od Bov/l"
"It is dark. The curtains of fog
enshroud the Bowl like a v/inding sheet
,
but for the moment, for as it lifts, the
Davm stirs faintly above the Bov/l’s
Eastern rim, and now, the People praising
G-od in story."
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FOUR COIIPOSERS OF MINOR IMPORTANCE
IN THE FIELD OF
PIAI^^O IvIUSIC
The composers to he discussed in this chapter either
have not composed much for the piano or their works could
not be secured. As a result, they are not discussed in as
full detail as are those of the preceding chapters.
IvlRS. H. H. A. BEACH
Ivirs. H. K. A. Beach (nee Cheney) was born in 186? in
Henniker, Nev/ Hampshire. All her training v/as in the United
States. Her mother was her first teacher, but when she was
eight the family moved to Boston where her piano studies
continued. She also studied harmony with Junius Hill, but
this V7as discontinued and she studied counterpoint and
instrumentation by herself. She made her debut at sixteen in
Boston. In 1895 (at eighteen) she married Dr. Beach; they
lived in Boston until his death in 1910. She then went abroad
to introduce and play her compositions. The rest of her life
has been spent by concert tours and composition.
The two outstanding elements in Ivirs. Beach’s music
are the virtuoso technique and the tendency toward polyphony.
Influenced in her technique by the style of Liszt
,
she vivote
her compositions in the grand style. She uses all the devices
ZO CJlill .StHV III
oiffji! o\:jt
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FOUR COIvIPOSERS (I®S. H. H. A. BEACH)
knov/n to virtuosity. She o'^ten uses three staves, and
occasionally even four, as near the hesinning of the Prelude .
2
parallel sixths, and octaves. She uses octaves in rapid
motion, in contrary motion, and in hig leaps. In the Fugue
,
she ver^/- often doubles the subject, an octave lov/er or
higher. Chords with octave outline frequently appear.
She also employs arpeggios and she leaps all over
the keyboard making full use of the high and lov; notes.
From a technical viewpoint her pieces are the most difficult
,
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FOUR COr.tPOSERS (I.IRS. H. H. A. BEACH)
of this group of Nev/ England composers.
j




and then Ilrs . Beach proceeds to forget it
|
until it reappears as the subject of the Fugue . The Prelude
could be called a toccata as it is just a sho\7-piece in
which all the elements above are used. Just before the
Fugue starts there are a few measures of calm. The
answer to the subject in the Fugue is a real one. This is
not a fugue in the real sense v;ith the three characteristic
sections, but rather, a rhapsody on the subject. A few of
|
the polyphonic devices are used, however; these are
inversion, augmentation, and stretto.
In her Variations on Balkan Themes she also shows
|
a polyiDhonic tendency. The first variation is a canon at the i'
octave and one measure which continues throughout. The only ,i
place where it is not strict is when the second voice enters;
'
Ivlrs. Beach has a quarter note rest so that the entrance of
the voice can be heard. Although only t\io voices make up
the canon there is also harmony while the imitation is going on^
-
'I
lirs. Beach’s harmony shows the late romantic tendency, '!
v;ith chromatic movement, augmented chords, seventh, ninth,
and eleventh chords; the normal resolution of these chords is
j
the exception rather than the rule.
|
I
The strictness in polyphony indicates that Ivlrs. Beach
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FOUR CO?.1POSSRS (i^THUR V/HITING)




Arthur V/hiting, born in Cambridge in 1861, studied
at the Nev7 England Conservatory. He then v/ent abroad to
stud:;- with Rheinberger in Munich for two years, 1883 to 1885.
On his return he lived in Boston for ten years v/here he
worked among his New England colleagues. In 1895 he v/ent to
New York, and since 190? he has been active in giving chamber
music concerts in universities.
Only tv70 short examples of .Arthur Whiting’s v7ork
could be found. The first. Bagatelle ,is in three-part form
V7ith a coda (A B A’ Coda)
,
and has a lot of passage
v7ork, scales, arpeggios, and chromatic runs. V/hiting also
employs many grace notes. He often changes from one hand to
the other very quickly.
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gOUR CO^'CPOSBRS ( ARTHUR V/HITBT&)
Minuet
,
is not really a minuet. It has no particular form
and ends with a lot of passage work. In this composition
V/hiting uses non-harmonic tones in abundance, especially
EDWARD BURLBTGAI.E HILL
Edv/ard Burlingame Hill was born in Cambridge in 1872
and lives there today. He graduated from Harvard with the
highest honors in music under John Ivnowles Paine. After his
graduation he studied with V/idor in Paris, and then he
returned to Boston to study v;ith Chadwick. He joined the
Harvard faculty in 1908 as an instructor, but was later made
a professor, and from 1928 to 1934 he was chairman of the
music department there. In 1940 he retired from the
lames E. Ditson Professorship of Music.
Hill’s style, harmony, and piano technique are very
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FOUE CO^gOSERS (EDWARD BURLOTGAI^ HILL)
simple. His forms are small, but not strict. His composi-










A joining section A’ joining section Coda
.An Autumn Hunting-Song







In a Garden by Moonlight
A B A' B’ Coda
2
e f e f
A Summer Evening
A B A» B' Coda
2
The forms of all these compositions differ from the
simple three-part form in that they return to the second
theme or idea before going into the coda.
The pieces in Three Poetical Sketches for Piano do
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FOUE CO?£POSERS (EDV/ARD BURLDIGAIffi HILL)
not even adhere to form as much as th Country Idyls .
Moonlight
ABA’
This piece is more nearly in no special form than
in three-part. Here the theme is stated and then the rest of
the piece is really a development of this theme, v/ith
restatement of the original idea before the end.
A Mid-Simiraer Lullaby
This piece could be analysed as A B A’ B’ A’
’
,
but there is really no definite form. Everything is related
to the idea at the beginning. The whole piece is based on
tv70 chords and the follweing rhythm: 9 iJ-
j. .nn
This is varied a little
^ ^
but the idea remains
essentially the same.
From a Mountain Top
The Y7hole composition is based on one idea. In
its upward surge and dovmv/ard movement the broad outline of
the theme resembles that of "Moonlight" . The only real
difference is that the last note in "Moonlight" comes dovm,
whereas here it goes up in order to suggest the "top" in the
title
.
Hill’s harmony is not very advanced; he emplcys triads,
many seventh chords, and simple altered chords, such as the
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FOUR COI^dPOSERS (EDWARD BURLnNTG-AI.TS HILL)
i
He often borrov/s a seventh chord from another key,
usually resolving it to a chord in the original key, but
occasionally a succession of sevenths is found v;ithout
resolutions
.
b U r —
a TT-tlTH 1
sJki 5 VL J 1
1 1 V 1 &
' J •
,
» U > Dt J < r—"
—> r.
There is no chromaticism in his music, as v/as found
in that of Foote, Converse, and others. Chords sometimes
move chromatically, but this does not happen often enough
to v/arrant saying that Hill’s music has a chromatic tendency.
However, there are enough chromatic passing tones and
appoggiaturas to give the music some color.
Another device Hill employs is the suspension.
Occasionally there is a tied suspension:
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FOUR COI^OSERS (EDWARD BURLINGAIjIE HILL)
but the raost predominant is the untied, v/hich often has the
character of an appoggiatura.
Hill’s piano technique is as uncomplicated as bis
harmony. Except that he occasional!:;- goes beyond the vocal
range, his piano music might almost be vocal music transcribed
for the piano. He keeps to the middle section of the
keyboard, however.
His Coimtry Idyls do not have one solid chord. In
the Three Poetical Sketches
,
the first and third compositions
are not in the usual technique but sound more pianistic and
contain octaves and heavy chords. There are no big leaps
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FOUR COMPOSERS (EDWARD BURLIUGAl.IE HILL)
The device of one hand ansv/ering the other, v/hich
Hill sometimes uses, occurs most frequently in "An Autumn
Hunting-Song" from Country Idyls. T\7o g^nples of this follovn
—y z:—
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The chords seem to be in imitation of the hunters’ horns on
a chase.
The opening of "Moonlight" from Three Poetical Sketches
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FOUR COr/IPOSERS (EDWARD BURLINaA:ME HILL)
He does not maintain it, hov/ever, but proceeds into a slight
development of this theme using syncopation and imitation.
Hill often emplo^rs the pedal but does not give
specific directions; he frequently indicates "both pedals"
and leaves the interpretation to the player. His directions
for d3mamics, on the other hand, are very exact, almost
every measure having at least one mark, some having more.
Most of Hill's compositions are soft. In one or tv/o of them
the loudest dynamic is mp. The shadings must, therefore, be
very delicate. The only composition that does not fall into
this groun is "On a Mountain Top"
,
v/hich has a fe\7 crashing
chords and reaches ffff. His compositions have a lyrical
quality that is emphasized by directions for a "singing tone".
In spite of his simplicity and softness. Hill's
compositions are not monotonous. He achieves variety by
altered repetitions of the themes and by changes in his
dynamics and tempi.
ARTHUR SHEPHERD
Arthur Shepherd vjas born in 1B80 in Idaho and
received his musical education at the Nev/ England Conservatory.
He then went to Salt Lake City v/here he conducted a
symphonic group and a theatre orchestra. However, upon
appointment to the faculty of the Nev; England Conservator^r
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FOUR COr.IPOSEHS {/JiTHUR SHEPHERD)
he cane back to Boston in 190S. A number of years later he
v/ent to Cleveland as assistant conductor of the Cleveland
Symphony Orchestra. In 1927 be became music critic for the
Cleveland Press
,
and since 1927 he has been professor of
music and chairman of the music department of V/estern Reserve
University there.
Shepherd’s music is simple in st^rle, as is Fdv/ard
Burlingame Hill’s. He has v/ritten only four compositions
for piano, but each of them is in a different form. They
include a Theme and Variations
,
a rondo form in his
Mazurka (A B A’ C D A A’ Coda)
,
and a two-part
form in his Prelude (A A repeated B) . The first
movement of his Sonata is in sonata form; the second is in
simple rondo form; and the third is again in rondo form,
this time very much extended.
His harmony is more complicated than Hill’s, for he
shov/s some of the late romantic tendencies, such as the
chromatic movement of chords.
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FOUR COIvTPOSERS (ARTHUR SHEPKSRD)
He sometimes has a succession of seventh chords
which do not resolve;
and on rare occasions there is a ninth chord.
He often borrows chords from other keys, resolving
them to chords in the original key.
Another of his favorite devices is the pedal point
Shepherd also has a polyphonic tendency, as does
--N'l’iS
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FOUR COI.-gOSERS (ARTIiUR SHEPHERD)
L'Ers. Beach. In the third movement of the Sonata there is a
slight basso ostinato. After a four measure presentation of
the ostinato alone the second theme of the movement enters.
This lasts for ei^:;ht measures, and then there is a stretto
with the second theme in the right hand and the first in the
left
.
Shepherd ’ s technique in this Sonata is extremely
difficult, with octave runs, single note runs, scale passages,
playing of three notes against two, and so forth. His
usual technique is simple
,
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The Nev; England composers who have been considered in
this paper are influenced by romanticism, especially in
harmony and form; they are the last v/ave of romanticism
before it split up into expressionism and impressionism.
Three of them, Edward MacDov/ell, Frederick Shepherd
Converse, and Arthur Shepherd, have essayed the piano
sonata, the favorite of the classicists. Shepherd’s Sonata
is the only one vn?itten in fairly strict form, hov/ever; he
uses sonata form in the first movement. The first movements
of MacDov;ell’s four sonatas become progressively freer in
form until the last is almost a rhapsody. He is the only
one of this group of composers to use cyclical form, that is,
the quoting of, or use of, themes from previous movements
in later ones. This device helps to unify the sonata. He
employs this form in the first three sonatas. Converse's
first movement is in extremely free forra. One three-part
form is followed by another, v/-hich uses the material of the
first. The first section is condensed, however, and the first
theme reappears just before the coda.
Except for their sonatas these composers wrote in the
small forms. Those who are the strictest in form are
Arthur Foote, Charles V/akefield Cadnan, and Arthur Shepherd;
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they use perfect da capo and three-part forms. The others
are freer, with Ethelhert Nevin extending it a bit by
repetition and by short interludes. Converse is the most
radical. The first movement of his Sonata has aleady been
mentioned as being very free and original. In addition, only
two of his short pieces are in strict form; the others are
greatly influenced by the rondo. His rondos always end
with an episode which is followed by the coda, and the
ritornello frequently does not appear between the episodes.
One of his pieces is a double variation, i. e., varia.tions on
two themes instead of the usual one. The only other composer
to employ the variation form to any extent is Cadman; he
uses it extensively in his Thunderbird Suite
.
which is based
on Indian themes. Furthermore, Cadman is the only composer
who uses the two-part form. One of his two compositions in
this form is a combination of two-part and variation form,
as the first section has three variations on the first theme.
Most of these composers subdivide each of the sections in
the small forms into two-part and three-part form in turn.
Robert Schumann influenced this group of composers in the
v/riting of cycles of pieces combined poetically by titles or
poetry instead of by the music itself.
These composers show their romantic tendency mainly
by their harmony. Those who are the least influenced by the
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CONCLUSION
harmonies are Arthur Foote and Edward Burlingame Hill,
Arthur Foote employs the harmonies of Mendelssohn—very
simple with an occasional augmented chord. The composers
whose harmonies are the most dissonant are Mrs. Beach and
Converse
;
they frequently employ augmented chords
,
in root
position or inversion, and rarely resolve the dissonances.
Converse is influenced by atonality; his harmonies are
constantly shifting. He frequently does not have a key
signature because of this, as it would be necessary to v/rite
too many accidentals.
The two com.posers who are the most advanced in
harmony, Mts. Beach and Converse, are also the ones who make
the most extensive use of counterpoint. Mrs. Beach, in her
Variations on Balkan Themes
,
has v;ritten one variation which
is a perfect canon at the octave and one measure except for
one beat at the beginning to allow for the entrance of the
second voice. She has written a Fugue v/hich, although it is
not a strict fugue, contains many polyphonic devices.
Converse uses polyphonic devices in his piano sonata.
Shepherd also uses counterpoint; this is seen in his Sonata.
There is a slight basso ostinato in the third movement with
a stretto appearing later on; and in the second movement the
first theme is used as the bass v/hile a new idea is nlayed
against it in the right hand.
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CONCLUSION
Only three of these connosers v/ere pianists; this is
evident in their music, for Tiiost of them wrote in a simple
style. Hill’s music is the easiest to pla^/, and Cadman’s is
a close second. The others are in various stages of
difficulty until the technique reaches its peak in the music
of ]\trs. Beach. Her technique is influenced by that of Liszt;
it is extremely virtuoso with octave runs, octaves in quick
motion, rujis of double thirds and parallel sixths, tremendous
leaps in both hands, use of the whole keyboard, and so forth.
Most of the composers wrote some comnositions ivhich are
technically easy but musically difficult, such as the music
of Edward MacDowell. A few of the devices which are comm-on
to the majority of these composers are chromatic runs, simple
octaves, double thirds, the playing of three notes against
two, and syncopation. Syncopation is the most evident in
Converse’s music; it is just one indication of the strong
rhythmic element in his music.
Imnressionism has some influence on the music of
Converse and Cadman, but even they are influenced more by
romanticism. It can be stated v/ithout reservation that this
is a period of late romanticism.
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Much has been v/ritten about European composers but
the American composer has been neglected. The contemporary
composer has finally succeeded in gaining a place for hjmiself
in the musical life of Americans, but it vras not so for those
whose mature work was done near the beginning of this century.
Most of the composers in this group are New Englanders. V/hat
has been vrritten about them concerns chiefly their orchestral
works; therefore there is a need for a detailed account of
their piano compositions.
Edward MacDov:ell was the first American composer to
be recognized in both America and 'Europe. He v/rote "sugges-
tive" music, or music which is midway betv/een absolute and
program. The title of the piece gives a clue to its content
and helps to create the atmosphere. His form is rather free,
although he occasionally makes use of the three-part or
da capo form. He 'uses cyclical form in his first three
piano sonatas. His first movements are not in strict
sonata form; each becomes progressively freer until the last is
almost a rhapsody. In harmony he is quite advanced, making
full use of seventh and ninth chords
,
chords from other keys
,
augmented chords, long pedal points, and a slight chromaticism.
He also has a gift for melody. His piano technique advances
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from the easy to the extremely difficult with the peak being
reached in the piano sonatas; here he is orchestral in
thought, yet pianistic in style.
Arthur Foote \7rites in strict da capo and three-part
forms, v;hile his rondos are not so concise. He is classical
in his harmon:/, usually resolving seventh chords and
dissonances, and augmented chords seldom appear. However,
although he often uses chords as non-harmonic tones, his
music is rarely chromatic. His simpler compositions are
frequently vn?itten in the close range of vocal music, yet his
technique, in general, is brilliant. His favorite pianistic
device is octaves, which appear in all forms.
Hthelbert Nevin vn?ites a salon type of piece. He
extends form by altered repetitions and interludes. He is
also a miniaturist, writing in only the small forms; each of
the sections are subdivided into still smaller ones. His
harmony is influenced by the late romanticists; he does not
alv/ays resolve dissonances
,
seventh chords often have
irregular resolutions, and the chromatic movement of chords
frequently occurs. Other harmonic devices which he employs
are the pedal point
,
the use of the subdominant minor before
the tonic at the end of a piece, and the abundance of non-
harmonic tones. There is just a hint of counterpoint, for he
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range of the keyboard is used (the middle section predominates)!,
and there are no big leaps. The shadings are delicate and
the melody is v/ell-marked.
Frederick Shepherd Converse is a modernist. His form
is very free, but the rondo has greatly influenced him. One
composition is in double variation form, and the first
movement of the Sonata is not in sonata form, but influenced
by three-part form. Atonality has an influence in his
harmony; there is a constant shifting of tonal centers, and he
rarely uses key signatures. He is fond of augmented and ^
-
altered chords, and the chromatic movement of chords. There
is much evidence of counterpoint in his music; he employs
many polyphonic devices, such as imitation, augmentation,
diminution, and the stretto. His technique varies; some pieces
are easy to play, others are difficult. There is a strong
rhythmic element in his music; syncopation, the playing of
three notes against tv;o, and the minute subdivision of the
beat are manifestations of this. He has also has been
influenced by impressionism.
Three elements may be noted in the music of Charles
Wakefield Cadman; nationalism, romanticism, and impressionism.
He is strict in form, and is the only member of this group to
use two-part form, and the only member to use variation form
in more than one composition. His harmonies are advanced;
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dissonances rarely resolve, and chords from other keys
usually do not resolve to chords in the original key. He is
fond of fifths and the pedal point. His music is only faintly
chromatic. The use of counter-melodies is his approach to
counterpoint. His technique is easy; there are no big leaps
and he remains in the middle section of the keyboard.
Mrs. H. H. A. Beach is a romanticist. She is free in
form, and in harmony she shows all the romantic tendencies:
seventh, ninth, and eleventh chords; augmented chords; and
chromaticism. Normal resolutions are the exception rather
than the rule. She also has a polji-phonic tendency, writing
fugues and canons. Her technique is extremely virtuoso with
big leaps, large stretches, arpeggios, and octaves.
Edward Burlingame Hill writes in small forms
,
but not
in the usual three-part or da capo forms; the middle section
is often slightly altered. In harmony he is not advanced,
using triads, seventh chords, simple altered chords, and
chords from other keys resolving them to chords in the
original key. There is no counterpoint in his music, just
the imitation of a few notes at a time. His technique is as
simple as his harmony.
Arthur Whiting’s forms are free, his harmony simple,
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Arthur Shepherd’s form is strict; he writes in the
variation, sonata, rondo, and two-part forms. His harmony
includes some of the romantic devices such as chromaticism
and the occasional resolution of dissonances. On the other
hand, chords from'other keys usually have regular resolutions.
He frequently uses the pedal point. He uses counterpoint,
employing basso ostinato and the stretto. His technique is
difficult only in the Sonata ; otherv/ise it is simple v;ith
only a few embellishments and runs.
These composers are among the last of the
romanticists. Although a few of them have classical tendencies
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